
The Power of One  ● Bryce Courtenay 

Setting: 
South Africa; 1940-1950; Roughly 1939 to 1951, the World War II period and the beginning 
of the apartheid era in South Africa; Northern Rhodesia 

  
Main Characters:                                        

 Peekay  
 Pisskop  
 Grandpa Chook 
 The Tadpole Angel 
 Hoppie Groenewald 
 Professor Karl Von Vollensteen (Doc) 
 Geel Piet 

The Judge 
Lt. Borman 
Zulu Nanny 
Pastor Mulvery 
Mrs. Boxall 

Inkosi-Inkosikazi 

 
Overview:  

The novel is divided into three books. The novel traces the adventures of Peekay, an 
English-speaking South African boy, from age five to age seventeen, from the year 1939 
to 1951. Courtenay opens The Power of One in medias res and within a flashback: “This is 
what happened.” Immediately, the reader knows that there will be a retelling of events. 
The structure follows a Stasis-Instability-New Stasis model.  

Courtenay then plunges into the comfort of “a pair of huge, soft black breasts,” a Zulu 
Nanny. After the safe and nurturing early childhood of the narrator, trouble ensues. Due 
to his mother’s nervous breakdown, the five-year-old boy is sent to a boarding school, 
where he is two years younger than the youngest class of students. Adding to the burden 
is his status as an English boy, a rooinek, the only one in the Afrikaner school. The 
narrator experiences complete tyranny led by a bully known as the Judge. The Boer 
students torture the child as only children can, forcing him to kneel in the shower while 
they all pee on him. The Judge and his followers dub the boy “Pisskop” and ridicule him 
for being circumcised. This shames him and places another barrier between him and his 
Afrikaner classmates.  

To survive the cruelty of his situation, “Pisskop” decides he must adapt; he forgoes 
crying and tries to remain invisible, but the result of this trauma makes him into a bed 
wetter. The Judge is a forerunner of Adolf Hitler with his determination to rid his school 
of the English boy and return the racial purity of the Afrikaners. Through intimidation, 
the Judge neatly uses his status as a bigger boy with the support of the other older boys 
to terrify the five-year-old English boy.  

“First with the head, then with the heart.” ~Hoppie Groenewald 
 

“Besides love, independence of thought is the greatest gift an adult can give a child.”  
                                                                                                                                ~Bryce Courtenay 



The close of the school year returns Peekay to his beloved Nanny who listens to his tale 
of torture. She summons the great Inkosi-Inkosikazi, a medicine man who will cure the 
boy of the “night water.” Nanny tells the boy’s story with all the eloquence of the great 
storytellers while Inkosi-Inkosikazi and the others listen. When this happens, Peekay is 
shown a quiet place to which he can return in times of trouble. He does this later in the 
book when he feels crisis. In the morning, the night water problem has been solved and 
Inkosi-Inkosikazi presents the boy with the scrawniest of the chickens.  

The remainder of the first section of Book 1 takes Peekay on a journey to his new home 
in Barberton. Peekay finishes his time at boarding school where he learns to adapt to the 
Judge by doing the Judge’s homework…in hopes that the older boy will graduate and be 
out of his life. The Judge agrees to allow Pisskop and Granpa Chook live until he passes 
math and then says Hitler will surely deal with them, and they will be dead meat.  

The school term ends. The Judge departs, and Mevrou, who also addresses Peekay as 
Pisskop, prepares him for the journey to his new home by brusquely informing him that 
he will take the train alone. Free from the Judge, yet mourning the loss of Granpa 
Chook, they set out. When they meet Harry Crown, a Jewish shoe salesman, he is 
appalled at the boy’s name and suggests “Peekay” which he gratefully accepts. The next 
step involves Mevrou’s emotionless parting from the boy when she consigns him to the 
care of the railway. Then Peekay meets Hoppie Groenewald with whom he travels and 
who treats him as both an individual and a friend. Hoppie Groenewald is a mentor who 
sets the next seventeen years of Peekay’s life on an irrevocable course…  

 

SUGGESTED STUDY QUESTIONS  

1. How does the opening of the book set the tone for the story?  

2. Examine the character of the Judge. How does he function as a symbol of the 
political climate? How does Pisskop manipulate him and how does he triumph 
over him? 

3. Describe Courtenay’s use of Harry Crown. Relevance?  

4. Hoppie makes a brief but vital appearance in the book. Why was he so important 
to Peekay? What does he symbolize? 

5. What did Peekay gain from his brief association with Big Hettie? 

6. How does Pastor Mulvery affect Peekay’s relationship with his mother? 

7. Meeting Doc is a major turning point in Peekay's life. What role does Doc fulfill in 
Peekay's world?  

8. Doc’s time in jail provides Peekay with many opportunities. What does Peekay 
learn about music, boxing, treatment of prisoners, and the unfairness of laws? 



9. What was your first impression of Geel Piet? Did your opinion of him change as 
your learned more about him? What is his function in the book? 

10. What effect does Peekay’s success have on his integrity?  

• You may wish to consider the letter-writing project. 

• His win in the ring.  

• The boots from Geel Piet and the other prisoners 

• The Tadpole Angel 

11. Why does Lt. Smit invite Geel Piet to be in the photo with the boxers and 
trainers? Why did he destroy the pictures and the photographic plate? 

12. What are the results of the prison concert? How do these events figure in Peekay’s 
journey to maturity?  

13. What happens to Borman? Was there magic involved?  

14. The next step in Peekay’s life begins at the Prince of Wales School. How does his 
past impact his school career?  

15. What is the importance of being chosen by “Singe ‘n’ Burn”? 

16. Why does Peekay see Barberton differently when he comes home from school? 

17. What does Peekay’s fight against Gideon symbolize? 

18. Describe the crystal cave and what it means to Doc, to Peekay, and in relation to 
the theme of the book. 

19. What events are stepping stones in Peekay’s journey? How? Why? 

• What culminating event led to his emergence as a man? 

20. How does Courtenay introduce political unrest? How does this reflect the 
meaning of the work as a whole? 

 

Think about the book as a whole. What one moment or event is most prominent in your 
mind? Choose one event, analyzing it for the following: literary content, thematic 
intention, tone, mood, and style. How important is this event to the overall novel? 

 

 


